
                        STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
  

MEETING DETAILS 

Club: Cambridge Jockey Club 
Date: Wednesday, 18 May 2022 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Synthetic 
Rail: True 
Stewards: L Selvakumaran (Chair), M Williamson, B Jones, A Dooley 
Vet: P Fraser BVSc, G Sommerville BVSc 
Typist: K Verner 

 

SUMMARY    

Suspensions: Nil   

Fines: Race 2 C Jones GRETA GHARBO 
Excessive use of the whip [Rule 638(3)(g)(i)] $250 

Warnings: Race 1 
 
5 
 
6 

T Macdonald BROTHER MAX 
Presented runner without notified gear [Rule 616(4)] 
T Yanagida EL MEDICO 
Shifting ground 900 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 
T Mitchell FIFITA 
Shifting ground 800 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Protests: Nil   

Request for Ruling: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race 5 SUPER WARRIOR 
Warning, barrier manners 

Follow Up: Nil   

Rider Changes: Nil   

Late Scratchings: Nil   

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Swabbing: GOLDMAN, FAR AND AWAY, NO AGENDA NIGEL, PENSARDO, THE STATESMAN, FISCAL FUN, 
HORACE 

 

GENERAL 

Nothing to report 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY 

Matamata Racing Club - Friday, 13 May 2022 
Race 3 NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES MAIDEN RACE 1200 
EPIPHANY (W Pinn) – Stable representative R Mildon advised Stewards EPIPHANY underwent a chiropractor 
examination on Monday 16 May which revealed no abnormalities. R Mildon further advised it is the stables intention 
to continue on with the filly’s current preparation.  
 
Racing Rotorua - Saturday, 14 May 2022 
Race 7 ITM ROTORUA 2200 
ULAANBAATAR (M McNab) – Stable representative R Mildon reported to Stewards the stable was satisfied with the 
post-race condition of the gelding and it is the stables intention to continue on with ULAANBAATAR’S current 
preparation. 
 



Race 8 RYDGES ROTORUA STAKES (G3) (1400 metres) 
OSELETA (M McNab) – Stable representative R Mildon advised Stewards OSELETA underwent a veterinary and 
chiropractor examination on Monday 16 May which revealed no abnormalities. R Mildon further advised it is the 
stables intention to continue on with the mare’s current preparation.  
 

 
 

RACE COMMENTS 

Race 1 MAGNUM INDUSTRIES MAIDEN (1550 metres) 

TEXEL (S Spratt) - Slow to begin. 
 
BOURBON CURE (C Barnes) - Slow to begin. 
 
BROTHER MAX (T Mitchell) - Steadied when racing in restricted room passing the 1200 metres to the inside of HOW 
MUCH FOR CASH which shifted in.  O Bosson was advised to exercise greater care in a similar circumstance. 
 
BURCHA (R Beemud) - Raced four wide without cover. 
 
LADY PERFORMER (T Yanagida) – Raced three wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
 
MARIA (T Thornton) - When questioned regarding performance rider T Thornton advised the mare had felt indifferent 
when placed under pressure in the final straight.  Underwent a post-race veterinary inspection which did not reveal 
any abnormality. 
 
T Macdonald (BROTHERMAX) - Issued with a warning after the gelding was presented to race without notified gear 
(nasal strip and tongue tie).  
 

Race 2 NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES MAIDEN RACE (1300 metres) 

FAR AND AWAY (S Weatherley) – Began awkwardly. 
 
GRETA GHARBO (C Jones) – Began awkwardly then quickly recovered. 
 
INVIALO (B Grylls) – Steadied from a wide barrier then obliged to race wide for the majority of the race. 
 
HOLY SISTER (M Alam) - Lay in under pressure in the straight.  When questioned regarding the performance rider M 
Alam could offer no tangible excuse. 
 
C Jones (GRETA GHARBO) - Admitted a charge in that he struck his mount GRETA GHARBO seven times prior to the 
100 metre mark with the Adjudicator imposing a fine of $250. 
 

Race 3 PAYNTERS’ CATERING MAIDEN (1300 metres) 

MISAPPROPRIATE (S Weatherley) - Began awkwardly losing ground.  Raced keenly in the early stages when being 
restrained.  Became awkwardly placed near heels approaching the 900 metres having to shift out. 
 
BAYLANDER (M Hashizume) – Began awkwardly unbalancing its rider. 
 
BROOKSIDE (T Thornton) - Began awkwardly.  Inconvenienced when taken wider approaching the 900 metres by 
MISAPPROPRIATE which shifted out when awkwardly placed near heels, and raced wide for the remainder of the 
race. 
 

Race 4 WAIKATO TRACTORS 3YO MAIDEN (1300 metres) 



SHOW MY SAVVY (E Nicholas) - Began awkwardly losing ground.  When questioned regarding the performance rider 
E Nicholas could offer no excuse.  Underwent a post-race veterinary inspection which did not reveal any abnormality. 
 
PENSARDO (C Grylls) - Raced in restricted room soon after the start. 
 
JIMMY DEAN (M McNab) - Held up rounding the final bend and early in the straight. 
 
STYLISH OFFICER (L Satherley) - Raced keenly in the early stages when being restrained. 
 
MR BIGGLESWORTH (B Grylls) - Improved onto heels approaching the 400 metres then held up for a short distance. 
 

Race 5 CARTER CONTRACTING 2YO MAIDEN (970 metres)  

SUPER WARRIOR (D Danis) – Proved difficult to load.  Trainer D Wiles was advised a warning would be placed against 
the filly’s barrier manners.   This race ran late as a result.  Began awkwardly losing ground.  Over-raced in the early 
stages.  Improved onto heels having to be steadied approaching the 600 metres. 
 
KHAFRE (A Goindasamy) – Began awkwardly then crowded losing ground. 
 
GEORGIAN WARRIOR (L Satherley) - Contacted shortly after leaving the barriers, losing ground. 
 
HEROIC HEART (C Grylls) - Crowded passing the 900 metres, then steadied losing ground. 
 
FEEL THE THUNDER (T Newman) - Crowded passing the 900 metres, then steadied losing ground.  Raced keenly when 
being restrained in the early stages. 
 
EL MEDICO (T Yanagida) – Made contact with the rail becoming briefly unbalanced approaching the 600 metres.  Had 

difficulty obtaining clear running until passing the 200 metres.  Rider T Yanagida advised that the gelding had raced 

greenly throughout. 

 
THE STATESMAN (M McNab) - Commenced to race ungenerously approaching the 600 metres when the pace eased. 
 
T Yanagida (EL MEDICO) - Issued with a warning in that he permitted his mount EL MEDICO to shift in near the 900 
metres when insufficiently clear of HEROIC HEART and FEEL THE THUNDER which were both crowded and hampered 
losing ground.  In considering this incident, Stewards took into account the green racing manners of EL MEDICO and 
also the contributing shift outwards from HEROIC HEART. 
 

Race 6 WAIPA EARTHWORKS (970 metres) 

DEAR OH DEAR (T Thornton) - Permission was granted by Stewards for the mare to race without the declared tongue 
tie after the mare had proved unruly when parading. 
 
DEEBEE ZAPOWER (M Hashizume) - Began awkwardly then hampered losing ground. 
 
MR RAINBOW (B Grylls) - Crowded soon after leaving the barrier losing ground. 
 
EASY PEASY (J Fawcett) - Began awkwardly then hampered losing round. 
 
FELIX FAURE (K Hannan) - Began awkwardly making contact, becoming briefly unbalanced. 

 

BERBIZIER (T Yanagida) – Began awkwardly shifting out hampering DEBEE ZAPOWER.  

 



SHAMPAGNE DANCER (J Chung) - Steadied away from the heels of FIFITA which had shifted in when insufficiently 
clear approaching the 800 metres. 
 
FISCAL FUN (C Barnes) - Lay out under pressure in the straight. 
 
OTTAVIO (B Rogerson) - Improved onto the heels of FISCAL FUN which shifted out passing the 200 metres, with 
OTTAVIO then having to change ground, then shift in to obtain clear running.  Rider C Barnes was advised she must 
exercise greater care in a similar circumstance. 
 
T Mitchell (FIFITA) - Issued with a warning in that she permitted her mount FIFITA to shift inwards approaching the 
800 metres when insufficiently clear of SHAMPAGNE DANCER that was steadied.  In considering this incident 
Stewards took into account that T Mitchell attempted to straighten her mount and relieve the pressure. 
 
Following the race Stewards considered potential interference to the 2nd placed horse OTTAVIO near the 200 metres 
by the 1st place horse FISCAL FUN, not proceeding with a protest. 
 

Race 7 HAPPY RETIREMENT MURRAY BAKER (2000 metres) 

PRIOR ENGAGEMENT (E Nicholas) - Began awkwardly.  Briefly hampered approaching the 600 metres. 
 
RENEGADE FIGHTER (K Asano) – Began awkwardly. 
 
ROCKING GOOD TIME (T Newman) - Steadied when in restricted room soon after leaving the barrier.  Briefly 
hampered and forced wider approaching the 600 metres when MISS INTEPRET shifted out.  Rider A Goindasamy was 
advised to exercise greater care in a similar circumstance. 
 
ON THE RIVET (J Fawcett) - Raced in restricted room soon after leaving the barrier.  Raced keenly for a distance 
passing the 1500 metres when in restricted room between GINGER TOO which shifted out when being restrained, and 
HORACE.  Then continued to race keenly being allowed to improve forward to lead near the 900 metres. 
 
SOLID CONTACT (B Grylls) - Steadied away from the heels of ON THE RIVET which had shifted in and away from 
HORACE passing the winning post on the first occasion.  Rider O Bosson was advised to exercise greater care in a 
similar circumstance. 
 
TOPKAPI (C Grylls) – Raced keenly in the early and middle stages. 
 
SECRET SHOW (J Chung) - Appeared to shy near the 1300 metres.   
 

 
Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment 
 


